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Command Of The Air Oxford University Press
Reveals how global trade shaped early modern economic, social and political development, and
inaugurated the first era of globalization.

Nanotechnology and Life Penguin UK
Most economists would agree that a thriving economy is synonymous with GDP growth. The
more we produce and consume, the higher our living standard and the more resources
available to the public. This means that our current era, in which growth has slowed
substantially from its postwar highs, has raised alarm bells. But should it? Is growth actually
the best way to measure economic success—and does our slowdown indicate economic
problems? The counterintuitive answer Dietrich Vollrath offers is: No. Looking at the same
facts as other economists, he offers a radically different interpretation. Rather than a sign of
economic failure, he argues, our current slowdown is, in fact, a sign of our widespread
economic success. Our powerful economy has already supplied so much of the necessary stuff
of modern life, brought us so much comfort, security, and luxury, that we have turned to new
forms of production and consumption that increase our well-being but do not contribute to
growth in GDP. In Fully Grown, Vollrath offers a powerful case to support that argument.
He explores a number of important trends in the US economy: including a decrease in the
number of workers relative to the population, a shift from a goods-driven economy to a
services-driven one, and a decline in geographic mobility. In each case, he shows how their
economic effects could be read as a sign of success, even though they each act as a brake of
GDP growth. He also reveals what growth measurement can and cannot tell us—which
factors are rightly correlated with economic success, which tell us nothing about significant
changes in the economy, and which fall into a conspicuously gray area. Sure to be
controversial, Fully Grown will reset the terms of economic debate and help us think anew
about what a successful economy looks like.
When the Third World Fell Behind MIT Press
Historians have traditionally turned to free trade and laissez faire to explain
the development of political economy during the Enlightenment. Reinert
argues that economic emulation was the prism through which philosophers,
ministers, reformers, and merchants thought about imperialism, economics,
industry, and reform in the early modern period.
World Trade in the Making of the Global Economy, 1500-1800 Princeton University Press
Unlike most existing textbooks on the economic history of modern Europe, which offer a
country-by-country approach, The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe rethinks
Europe's economic history since 1700 as unified and pan-European, with the material
organised by topic rather than by country. This first volume is centred on the transition to
modern economic growth, which first occurred in Britain before spreading to other parts of
western Europe by 1870. Each chapter is written by an international team of authors who
cover the three major regions of northern Europe, southern Europe, and central and eastern
Europe. The volume covers the major themes of modern economic history, including trade;
urbanization; aggregate economic growth; the major sectors of agriculture, industry and
services; and the development of living standards, including the distribution of income. The
quantitative approach makes use of modern economic analysis in a way that is easy for
students to understand.
A Brief Economic History of the World Princeton University Press

Revenue. The struggle for Independence, 1763-1789 ; Trade policy for the new nation,
1789-1816 ; Sectional conflict and crisis, 1816-1833 ; Tariff peace and Civil War, 1833-1865
-- Restriction. The failure of tariff reform, 1865-1890 ; Protectionism entrenched, 1890-1912
; Policy reversals and drift, 1912-1928 ; The Hawley-Smoot tariff and the Great Depression,
1928-1932 -- Reciprocity. The New Deal and reciprocal trade agreements, 1932-1943 ;
Creating a multilateral trading system, 1943-1950 ; New Order and new stresses,
1950-1979 ; Trade shocks and response, 1979-1992 ; From globalization to polarization,
1992-2017 -- Conclusion
War in Human Civilization University of Chicago Press
"In co-operation with the International Economic History Association."
A Farewell to Alms Cambridge University Press
International trade has shaped the modern world, yet until now no single book has been
available for both economists and general readers that traces the history of the international
economy from its earliest beginnings to the present day. Power and Plenty fills this gap,
providing the first full account of world trade and development over the course of the last
millennium. Ronald Findlay and Kevin O'Rourke examine the successive waves of
globalization and "deglobalization" that have occurred during the past thousand years,
looking closely at the technological and political causes behind these long-term trends.
They show how the expansion and contraction of the world economy has been directly tied
to the two-way interplay of trade and geopolitics, and how war and peace have been critical
determinants of international trade over the very long run. The story they tell is sweeping in
scope, one that links the emergence of the Western economies with economic and political
developments throughout Eurasia centuries ago. Drawing extensively upon empirical
evidence and informing their systematic analysis with insights from contemporary economic
theory, Findlay and O'Rourke demonstrate the close interrelationships of trade and warfare,
the mutual interdependence of the world's different regions, and the crucial role these
factors have played in explaining modern economic growth. Power and Plenty is a must-
read for anyone seeking to understand the origins of today's international economy, the
forces that continue to shape it, and the economic and political challenges confronting
policymakers in the twenty-first century.
The Evolution of a Nation MIT Press
Unlike most existing textbooks on the economic history of modern Europe, which
offer a country-by-country approach, The Cambridge Economic History of Modern
Europe rethinks Europe's economic history since 1700 as unified and pan-European,
with the material organized by topic rather than by country. This second volume
tracks Europe's economic history through three major phases since 1870. The first
phase was an age of globalization and of European economic and political
dominance that lasted until the First World War. The second, from 1914 to 1945, was
one of war, deglobalization, and depression and the third was one of growing
integration not only within Europe but also between Europe and the global economy.
Leading authors offer comprehensive and accessible introductions to these patterns
of globalization and deglobalization as well as to key themes in modern economic
history such as economic growth, business cycles, sectoral developments, and
population and living standards.
Trade, War, and the World Economy in the Second Millennium Harvard University Press
This book is about the evolution of developing countries in the world economy situated in its wider
historical context, spanning centuries, but with a focus on the period since the mid-twentieth
century. It traces the rise and 'catch up' of the developing world and the shift in the balance of
power in the world economy.
The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe: Volume 1, 1700–1870
Princeton University Press
Mounting costs, risks, and public misgivings of waging war are raising the
importance of U.S. power to coerce (P2C). The best P2C options are financial
sanctions, support for nonviolent political opposition to hostile regimes, and offensive
cyber operations. The state against which coercion is most difficult and risky is

China, which also happens to pose the strongest challenge to U.S. military options in
a vital region.
Catch Up Columbia University Press
A succinct, expert guide to how we got to Brexit After all the debates, manoeuvrings, recriminations
and exaltations, Brexit is upon us. But, as Kevin O'Rourke writes, Brexit did not emerge out of
nowhere: it is the culmination of events that have been under way for decades and have historical
roots stretching back well beyond that. Brexit has a history. O'Rourke, one of the leading economic
historians of his generation, explains not only how British attitudes to Europe have evolved, but
also how the EU's history explains why it operates as it does today - and how that history has
shaped the ways in which it has responded to Brexit. Why are the economics, the politics and the
history so tightly woven together? Crucially, he also explains why the question of the Irish border is
not just one of customs and trade, but for the EU goes to the heart of what it is about. The way in
which British, Irish and European histories continue to interact with each other will shape the future
of Brexit - and of the continent. Calm and lucid, A Short History of Brexit rises above the usual fray
of discussions to provide fresh perspectives and understanding of the most momentous political
and economic change in Britain and the EU for decades.
The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe: Volume 2, 1870 to the Present Princeton
University Press
International trade has shaped the modern world, yet until now no single book has been available
for both economists and general readers that traces the history of the international economy from
its earliest beginnings to the present day. Power and Plenty fills this gap, providing the first full
account of world trade and development over the course of the last millennium. Ronald Findlay and
Kevin O'Rourke examine the successive waves of globalization and "deglobalization" that have
occurred during the past thousand years, looking closely at the technological and political causes
behind these long-term trends. They show how the expansion and contraction of the world
economy has been directly tied to the two-way interplay of trade and geopolitics, and how war and
peace have been critical determinants of international trade over the very long run. The story they
tell is sweeping in scope, one that links the emergence of the Western economies with economic
and political developments throughout Eurasia centuries ago. Drawing extensively upon empirical
evidence and informing their systematic analysis with insights from contemporary economic theory,
Findlay and O'Rourke demonstrate the close interrelationships of trade and warfare, the mutual
interdependence of the world's different regions, and the crucial role these factors have played in
explaining modern economic growth. Power and Plenty is a must-read for anyone seeking to
understand the origins of today's international economy, the forces that continue to shape it, and
the economic and political challenges confronting policymakers in the twenty-first century.
How Geography and Law Shaped the American States Cambridge University Press
Although political and legal institutions are essential to any nation's economic development,
the forces that have shaped these institutions are poorly understood. Drawing on rich
evidence about the development of the American states from the mid-nineteenth to the late
twentieth century, this book documents the mechanisms through which geographical and
historical conditions--such as climate, access to water transportation, and early legal
systems--impacted political and judicial institutions and economic growth. The book shows
how a state's geography and climate influenced whether elites based their wealth in
agriculture or trade. States with more occupationally diverse elites in 1860 had greater
levels of political competition in their legislature from 1866 to 2000. The book also
examines the effects of early legal systems. Because of their colonial history, thirteen
states had an operational civil-law legal system prior to statehood. All of these states
except Louisiana would later adopt common law. By the late eighteenth century, the two
legal systems differed in their balances of power. In civil-law systems, judiciaries were
subordinate to legislatures, whereas in common-law systems, the two were more equal.
Former civil-law states and common-law states exhibit persistent differences in the
structure of their courts, the retention of judges, and judicial budgets. Moreover, changes in
court structures, retention procedures, and budgets occur under very different conditions in
civil-law and common-law states. The Evolution of a Nation illustrates how initial
geographical and historical conditions can determine the evolution of political and legal
institutions and long-run growth.
University of Chicago Press
"Unlike most existing textbooks on the economic history of modern Europe, which offer a country-
by-country approach, The Cambridge Economic History of Modern Europe rethinks Europe's
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economic history since 1700 as unified and pan-European, with the material organised by topic
rather than by country. This first volume is centred on the transition to modern economic growth,
which first occurred in Britain before spreading to other parts of western Europe by 1870. Each
chapter is written by an internationalteam of authors who cover the three major regions of northern
Europe, southern Europe, and central and eastern Europe. The volume covers the major themes of
modern economic history, including trade; urbanization; aggregate economic growth; the major
sectors of agriculture, industry and services; and the development of living standards, including the
distribution of income. The quantitative approach makes use of modern economic analysis in a way
that is easy for students to understand"--Provided by publisher.
From Babylon to Bernanke Power and PlentyTrade, War, and the World Economy in the Second
Millennium
How the rise of globalization over the past two centuries helps explain the income gap between rich
and poor countries today. Today's wide economic gap between the postindustrial countries of the
West and the poorer countries of the third world is not new. Fifty years ago, the world economic
order—two hundred years in the making—was already characterized by a vast difference in per
capita income between rich and poor countries and by the fact that poor countries exported
commodities (agricultural or mineral products) while rich countries exported manufactured
products. In Trade and Poverty, leading economic historian Jeffrey G. Williamson traces the great
divergence between the third world and the West to this nexus of trade, commodity specialization,
and poverty. Analyzing the role of specialization, de-industrialization, and commodity price volatility
with econometrics and case studies of India, Ottoman Turkey, and Mexico, Williamson
demonstrates why the close correlation between trade and poverty emerged. Globalization and the
great divergence were causally related, and thus the rise of globalization over the past two
centuries helps account for the income gap between rich and poor countries today.
The New Comparative Economic History Princeton University Press
From the founding of the Ming dynasty in 1368 to the start of the Opium Wars in 1841,
China has engaged in only two large-scale conflicts with its principal neighbors, Korea,
Vietnam, and Japan. These four territorial and centralized states have otherwise fostered
peaceful and long-lasting relationships with one another, and as they have grown more
powerful, the atmosphere around them has stabilized. Focusing on the role of the "tribute
system" in maintaining stability in East Asia and fostering diplomatic and commercial
exchange, Kang contrasts this history against the example of Europe and the East Asian
states' skirmishes with nomadic peoples to the north and west. Scholars tend to view
Europe's experience as universal, but Kang upends this tradition, emphasizing East Asia's
formal hierarchy as an international system with its own history and character. His
approach not only recasts common understandings of East Asian relations but also defines
a model that applies to other hegemonies outside of the European order.
A History of US Trade Policy A E I Press
The first international history of the emergence of economic sanctions during the
interwar period and the legacy of this development Economic sanctions dominate the
landscape of world politics today. First developed in the early twentieth century as a
way of exploiting the flows of globalization to defend liberal internationalism, their
appeal is that they function as an alternative to war. This view, however, ignores the
dark paradox at their core: designed to prevent war, economic sanctions are
modeled on devastating techniques of warfare. Tracing the use of economic
sanctions from the blockades of World War I to the policing of colonial empires and
the interwar confrontation with fascism, Nicholas Mulder uses extensive archival
research in a political, economic, legal, and military history that reveals how a
coercive wartime tool was adopted as an instrument of peacekeeping by the League
of Nations. This timely study casts an overdue light on why sanctions are widely
considered a form of war, and why their unintended consequences are so
tremendous.
Trade, War, and the World Economy in the Second Millennium Oxford University
Press
Here is a bracing deconstruction of the framework for understanding the world that is
learned as gospel in Economics 101, regardless of its imaginary assumptions and
misleading half-truths. Economism: an ideology that distorts the valid principles and
tools of introductory college economics, propagated by self-styled experts, zealous
lobbyists, clueless politicians, and ignorant pundits. In order to illuminate the fallacies
of economism, James Kwak first offers a primer on supply and demand, market
equilibrium, and social welfare: the underpinnings of most popular economic
arguments. Then he provides a historical account of how economism became a
prevalent mode of thought in the United States—focusing on the people who
packaged Econ 101 into sound bites that were then repeated until they took on the
aura of truth. He shows us how issues of moment in contemporary American
society—labor markets, taxes, finance, health care, and international trade, among

others—are shaped by economism, demonstrating in each case with clarity and élan
how, because of its failure to reflect the complexities of our world, economism has
had a deleterious influence on policies that affect hundreds of millions of Americans.
Rival Empires of Trade in the Orient, 1600-1800 Stanford University Press
This monograph explores the causes of the West's economic growth over the last
2,000 years and contrasts it with the economic history of the rest of the world.
A History of Modern India, 1480-1950 MIT Press
Kevin O'Rourke and Jeffrey Williamson present a coherent picture of trade,
migration, and international capital flows in the Atlantic economy in the century prior
to 1914—the first great globalization boom, which anticipated the experience of the
last fifty years. Globalization is not a new phenomenon, nor is it irreversible. In
Gobalization and History, Kevin O'Rourke and Jeffrey Williamson present a coherent
picture of trade, migration, and international capital flows in the Atlantic economy in
the century prior to 1914—the first great globalization boom, which anticipated the
experience of the last fifty years. The authors estimate the extent of globalization and
its impact on the participating countries, and discuss the political reactions that it
provoked. The book's originality lies in its application of the tools of open-economy
economics to this critical historical period—differentiating it from most previous work,
which has been based on closed-economy or single-sector models. The authors also
keep a close eye on globalization debates of the 1990s, using history to inform the
present and vice versa. The book brings together research conducted by the authors
over the past decade—work that has profoundly influenced how economic history is
now written and that has found audiences in economics and history, as well as in the
popular press.
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